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MORE animal lovers both here
and abroad have come out to
oppose Resorts World
Sentosa's (RWS) plans to
exhibit wild-caught dolphins in
its Marine Life Park.
Two United States-based
online activist groups, Avaaz
and Change.org, have
gathered a total of nearly
800,000 signatures from
members around the world,
including Singaporeans.

More animal lovers both here and abroad have come out to
oppose Resorts World Sentosa's (RWS) plans to exhibit
wild-caught dolphins in its Marine Life Park. -- PHOTO:
MARINE LIFE PARK

They want RWS to free the 25
dolphins which were caught off
the Solomon Islands, near
Papua New Guinea.
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Emily C. 1 week ago
OMG I love what they are doing and I love Ric O' Barry he is my idel!!! <3
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Bronzechua 2 weeks ago
Animal rights activists should be called animal rights fundamentalists because that is how they
are behaving. With a one track mind, they push their doctrine around the world.
Singaporean should stand up for Singapore and resist western bullies. Look at what happened to
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London. It is in state of moral chaos. Europe is sinking. What is wrong with the West?
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Nicole19 3 weeks ago
I hope that everyone complaining here is also screaming about the amount of dolphins and
whales killed each by countries around the world. One day we may be in the situation that this is
the only way these beautiful creatures can be seen - is it really that wrong to save some of them
from being rounded up and killed. In a perfect world every animal would be free and safe.
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i think with marine parks, kids do learn alot,so they say from years ago, but what most dont
realise they can learn so much more when you visit and go too places to see what the mammel
are like in the open sea, yes you cant touch them be up close and personal,, these shows are
mainly for kids and parents need to ask and say theres a down fall to these animals..
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Lee 3 weeks ago
the way RWS is displaying these dolphins is no different from the way restaurants here show off
their so-called 'live' seafood. let's all go and gawk at them.
when will we see that we are not a superior species? just because we are able trap anything in a
box does not make it ours. theft is theft on any scale. who gave RWS the right to steal for their
own profit?
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